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FOR
LIVING

Nautilus Architects
designed this
dramatic pool
house overlooking
the Connecticut
River near Lyme.

MICHAEL ELSDEN

2017 WINNERS

CTC&G presented its 11th annual Innovation in Design Awards on May 23, honoring outstanding projects
in the categories of architecture and interior, small space, landscape, kitchen and bathroom design, plus a special
shout-out to top-tier builders. To select the best of the best, our panel of judges—architect Greg Tankersley and interior
designers Laura Bohn, Brad Ford, Young Huh and Marshall Watson—deliberated over stacks of entries during a judging
breakfast at Stark’s Stamford showroom in April. Read on to find out who took the top three spots in each category.
TEXT BY DAVID MASELLO
To see more, visit cottagesgardens.com/ctcgidas
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innovator 3

CAROL FLANAGAN
INTERIOR DESIGN
Although interior designer Carol
Flanagan, her husband and their (now
grown) children had long enjoyed their
1920s farmhouse-style Greenwich
home, it was time for a major update.
With the children out of the house,
Flanagan teamed up with Two Tall
Trees to open up every room to the
light and the views that characterized
the property. A new entrance area from
the driveway includes a mudroom with
ample closets and a powder room. The
original staircase was fitted with an
iron railing that provides a more open
feeling between living and dining areas.
A simple reorganizing resulted in a
home that feels larger and ready for its
new chapter.
PHOTOGRAPHY BY NEIL LANDINO JR.

interior design
innovator 2

D2 INTERIEURS

When a European family moved to Westport, they wanted their American Colonial-style home to reflect the old
world they knew while also being decidedly modern in feel. D2 Interieurs undertook an ambitious gut renovation
that included a new kitchen, the remaking of a butler’s pantry into an arts-and-crafts area for a young child, the
installation of trimless windows and doors, a new home office, and a renovated master bathroom and powder room.
Within the great room, a custom D2 sectional rests atop a custom D2 rug, along with a custom-designed coffee
table. An original Eames chair symbolizes the prevailing modern vibe that now characterizes the home.
PHOTOGRAPH BY DENISE DAVIES
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For more information, see Resources.

CAROL
FLANAGAN
OPENED
UP EVERY
ROOM TO THE
LIGHT AND
THE VIEWS

THE COUPLE
ASSESSED HOW
THE ROLES OF
THE KITCHEN AND
OTHER ROOMS
HAD CHANGED

innovator 3

CAROL FLANAGAN INTERIOR DESIGN

Once their three grown children were out of the house, interior designer Carol
Flanagan and her husband started their empty-nester phase. Her plans for
updating and renovating their Greenwich home, a 1920s-style farmhouse, involved
a major re-do of the kitchen. In conceiving the plans, the couple assessed how the
roles of the kitchen and other rooms had changed. Recognizing that natural light
and views were among the house’s best attributes, Flanagan and architects from
Two Tall Trees fashioned an open-plan kitchen where family members could work
and socialize. Windows, doors and rustic beams were added, along with period
details to create a new aesthetic.
PHOTOGRAPHY BY NEIL LANDINO JR.

kitchen
design
innovator 2

WHEELOCK DESIGN WITH
ALISBERG PARKER ARCHITECTS

The traditional and the avant-garde meld seamlessly in this kitchen
that was the result of a close collaboration between Wheelock Design
and architects from Alisberg Parker. The chief design motif references
Scandinavian minimalism through its embrace of natural materials
and an emphasis on subtle textures throughout the room. The openplan kitchen, which incorporates an inviting breakfast nook, features
traditional-fronted cabinetry, a quartz backsplash, panel-fronted
appliances, medium-stained hardwood floors, and a handsomely
designed waterfall-topped island that is able to seat three. Hanging retro
light fixtures, coupled with metallic accents on the hood and faucets,
and decorative hardware heighten the prevailing midcentury feel.
PHOTOGRAPHY BY KYLE NORTON
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